Small Quilt Instructions (52 x 66)

When this pattern was first designed, an error was made when calculating fabric
requirements for the wide 4th border. This smaller version can be made with the
2-1/8 yards listed in the original pattern.
Fabric Requirements for Smaller Size:
A. Sunrise Panel (DP24371-68) - 1
B. Wide Stripe (DP24372-14) - 2-1/8 yards
C. Mountain Print (DP24373-24) - 3/8 yard
D. Kokopelli Print, Blue (DP24375-68) - 5/8 yard
E. Multi Stripe (DP24381-68) - 5/8 yard for binding
F. Rust (24380-24) - 3/4 yard
G. Tossed Kokopelli (DP24376-14) - 3-1/2 yards for back
Batting - 60 x 74 or Twin size
Suggested Tools/Notions:
Temporary Marking Pen or Pencil

Cutting Instructions for Small Quilt (52 x 66): WoF = Width of Fabric LoF = Length of Fabric
A. Sunrise Panel (DP24371-68)
Referring to pattern photo for guidance, trim panel evenly to 25½ wide x 30½ high
B. Wide Stripe (DP24372-14) Cut all strips LoF.
Using a temporary marking pen or pencil, draw a line
3¾
C
through the center of each wide stripe as shown.
Cut on the line. Trim 4½ from each center cut
4½
edge which should yield 4 strips 4½ wide x LOF.
C
Now draw a line through the center of the narrow
4½
stripe portion . Trim 1-7/8 from each centerline. Strips should measure 3¾ wide. Cut 4.
C
3¾
C. Mountain Print (DP24373-24)
Cut 1 strip - 5½ x WoF; trim to 5½ x 25½ for
bottom of panel
Cut 1 strip - 5 x WoF; trim to 5 x 25½ for
top of panel
D. Kokopelli Print, Blue (DP24375-68)
Cut 6 strips - 3½ x WoF for 5th border
E. Multi Stripe (DP24381-68)
Cut 6 strips - 2¼ x WoF for binding
F. Rust (24380-24)
Cut 9 strips - 2 x WoF for 1st and 3rd borders
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Small Quilt Assembly Instructions (52 x 66)

Follow main quilt instructions from Assembling the Center on page 1,
through 3rd Border - Rust (F) on page 3.
4th Border: 4½ wide portion of stripe (B)
Sew border strips to quilt, mitering corners as shown for 2nd border on page 2.
Quilt should measure 46 x 60½.
5th Border: Blue Kokopelli (D)
Sew all 3½ strips together end to end, on the diagonal as shown above. Trim seam allowances to 1/4
and press open.
Referring to Well-behaved Borders section on page 2, measure length of quilt and trim side border
strips to size. Pin and stitch to sides of quilt and press seams away from center.
Measure width of quilt and trim top and bottom border strips to size. Pin and stitch to quilt and
press seams away from center.
Quilt should measure 52 x 66½.
Finishing the Quilt: follow main quilt instructions on page 3, adjusting the trimmed size of the
back to 66 x 74.
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